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“VHF/UHF ANTENNA CALIBRATION USING RADIO STARS”

RALPH E. TAYLOR and FRANK J. STOCKLIN
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)

Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland

Summary    This paper describes a stellar calibration technique, using radio stars, that
determines receiving system noise temperature, or antenna gain, at frequencies below
500 MHz. The overall system noise temperature is referenced to radio star flux densities
known within several tenths of a decibel. An independent determination of antenna gain
must be made before computing system noise temperature and several methods are
suggested. The preferred method uses celestial and receiving system parameters to
compute gain; whereas a less desirable method requires an accurately known output level
from a standard signal generator.

Field test data, obtained at 136 MHz and 400 MHz in the NASA space tracking and data
acquisition network (STADAN), demonstrates that antenna gain and system noise
temperature can be determined with an accuracy of 1 db. The radio stars Cassiopeia A
and Cygnus A were used to calibrate 40-ft. diameter paraboloidal antennas, at 136 MHz
and 400 MHz, and phase array antennas at 136 MHz.

The radio star calibration technique, described herein, makes possible accurate station-
to-station performance comparisons since a common farfield signal source is observed.
This technique is also suitable for calibrating telemetry antennas operating in the IRIG
216-260 MHz frequency band.

Introduction    It is desirable to establish acceptable methods of measuring the
important performance parameters of steerable antennas with diameters ranging from 40
feet to 85 feet; these parameters include both antenna gain and system noise temperature.
This paper is based upon work performed in NASA1 to develop a technique, utilizing
celestial noise sources, that measures antenna gain and system noise temperature at 136
MHz and 400 MHz.

Kreutel,2 et al. describes a Dicke radiometer method, employing radio stars, that
measures the gain and noise temperature of paraboloidal antennas in the 4 GHz to 6 GHz
frequency range. Hedeman3 describes a solar calibration method that references system
noise temperature, at the IRIG L- and S-Band frequencies, to solar flux density



predictions. However, the sun is not the most suitable signal source at 136 MHz since
solar flux density can vary as much as 25 db at this frequency.

Kreutel,2 et al. further discusses three basic techniques for measuring the gain of a large
antenna: namely, a gain comparison technique in which gain is measured relative to a
calibrated reference, the pattern integration technique and, finally, by the absolute
measurement of the power received by the antenna from a distant celestial source (i.e.
radio star) radiating a known flux density.

The following analysis describes a method for making independent measurements of
both antenna gain and system noise temperature wherein these parameters are referenced
to radio star flux density. Believed to be novel is the method for determining system
noise temperature wherein the antenna temperature increase, due to a radio star moving
onto boresight, is observed in a detector voltage-ratio measurement.

Since the signal sources are of celestial origin, it becomes necessary to adopt a system of
coordinates that defines their positions. The celestial, or equatorial, system of
coordinates used in this report is expressed in right ascension, ", and declination, *.
Right ascension (R.A.) ranges from " = 0 to 24 hours, given in hours and minutes, and *
from 0 ±90E expressed in degrees and minutes. At the earth’s equator, * = 0E.
Furthermore the celestial coordinate system is referenced to a 1950.0 epoch position.

System Noise Temperature    Assuming that antenna gain is known, the following
method can be employed to compute system noise temperature; stellar techniques for
determining antenna gain will be described later. A typical 136 MHz receiving system to
be calibrated is shown in Figure 1 that includes a parabolic dish antenna, low-noise
preamplifier, and a receiver channel.

In order to observe the small antenna temperature increase due to a radio star moving
onto boresight, it becomes necessary to add to the radio receiver a detector-amplifier
network consisting of a square-law detector, followed by a large time constant RC
integrator (RC order of 0.3 second), and a dc amplifier with a gain ranging from 25 db to
50 db.

A unique property of the square-law detector is that the output dc signal voltage is a
linear function of the IF input power level. Furthermore, a square-law detector is self-
calibrating since small output voltage changes are well with the linear 10 db dynamic
range. For a square-law detector the output voltage, VDC , from the d-c amplifier can be
expressed as



The voltage, VDC , is measured with the antenna main lobe pointing slightly off the radio
star when the star is in a null (Figure 2). When the main lobe is pointed directly at the
radio star, there is a corresponding dc amplifier voltage increase, )VDC , defined as

By taking the ratio, [VDC /)VDC] , the receiver detector constant, ( , RF power gain, GRF,
Boltzmann’s constant, k, receiver predetection bandwidth, )f, dc amplifier gain, GDC ,
conveniently cancel leaving only

(1)

(1) assumes that the receiver settings do not change for the two main lobe positions
shown in Figure 2. Furthermore, both the RF and dc gains are assumed constant for the
two main lobe positions - the RF gain being fixed by a manual gain control.

The voltage measurement, VDC , is made with the antenna main lobe pointing close to the
radio star towards a position in the sky that has the same galactic temperature as the
radio star background temperature. Such a position is obtained by shifting the main lobe
parallel to constant sky temperature contour lines (see Figure 2). This angular shift
corresponds to an angle approximately equal to one-half the main lobe beamwidth
between the first nulls - sometimes referred to as the Rayleigh resolution beamwidth.

Since the radio star is a localized or point source, the contribution of the star’s flux
density to the observed antenna temperature is thus made small compared to the
background sky temperature. However, care should be taken not to shift the antenna
main lobe towards a celestial “hot, spot,” otherwise, VDC will deviate more than 1 db
from the correct value. An example of such a “hot spot” is the broad Cygnus X celestial
source located in close proximity to Cygnus A.

Rearranging (1), the system noise temperature, Tsys , is expressed as

where

                                              (2)



where

G = effective antenna power gain, above isotropic, and
G = ,GR

, = antenna-to-preamplifier cable power loss, 0 < ,# 1.
GR = actual antenna gain at antenna terminals
8 = wavelength, meters (m) at same frequency gain, G, is measured
F = randomly-polarized radio star flux density, watt/meter2/Hz (w m-2 Hz-1 )
k = Boltzmann’s constant = 1.38 x 10-23 Joule/EK

VDC = dc amplifier steady-state output voltage due to radio-star background sky
temperature and receiver noise temperature, vdc

)VDC = dc amplifier output voltage change, above VDC , when radio star is on the
antenna boresight axis, vdc.

Separate output terminals for VDC and )VDC are provided; the bias battery voltage, VB , is
adjusted to exactly cancel VDC leaving only )VDC at terminal 1 in Figure 1. Since the radio
star is essentially a point source with an angular diameter of less than 5 arc minutes, its
contribution to the system noise temperature is significantly reduced when the radio star is
positioned in the first null of the radiation pattern when measuring VDC .

In order to compute system noise temperature from (2), it is necessary to know the
effective antenna gain, G, and to measure the voltage ratio [VDC /)VDC]. It is also assumed
that the star’s flux density, F, is accurately known.

A typical 136 MHz 40-ft. diameter dish antenna, with an effective gain of 18 db, will
result in a voltage ratio [VDC /)VDC • 12 for Cyg. A. Expressing the Cyg. A flux density
as F = 11.2 x 10-23 w m-2 Hz-1 results in a system noise temperature, Tsys 1200EK from (2).

The above value of Tsys computed from (2), references the system noise temperature to the
Cyg. A background sky temperature. It is desirable at times to reference the system noise
temperature to a lower coldsky temperature where the system threshold noise temperature
is expressed as

(3)

The parameters in (3) are the same as in (2) except that a third detector voltage reading,
Vref DC , is obtained with the antenna main lobe pointing towards one of the cold-sky
reference regions listed in Table 1. The indicated 136 MHz and 400 MHz cold-sky
temperatures were obtained from literature sources.4-7 Note that the voltage reading, VDC ,
does not appear in (3).



Referencing the same 40-ft. dish main lobe to a cold-sky temperature of 300EK at the
South Galactic Pole (SGP), resulted in a system threshold noise temperature, Tthres =
925EK at 136 MHz as computed from (3). In this instance, the voltage ratio, [Vref

DC/)VDC]• 9.4.

Table 1.  136 MHz and 400 MHz Cold-Sky Regions

An independent determination of Tthres may be made from the relationship1

(4)

where



Since Tthres is independently determined from (3), and all the parameters on the right-
hand side of (4) are known except TR; therefore (3) and (4) can be used to solve for TR .
Such a solution is expressed as

(5)

Equation (5) is helpful in computing the receiver noise temperature, TR, when the main
lobe is pointing towards a known cold-sky reference temperature. Since TR can be
independently measured with a noise figure meter, (5) is also helpful in providing a
means for comparing measured and computed values of receiver noise temperature. Such
a comparison is shown in the field measurement data that validates (2)-(5).

Care should be exercised to ensure that the celestial source being observed is far enough
above the local horizon to prevent multipath signal fluctuations. Allen and Gum8 have
suggested a minimum elevation angle of 30E for accurately viewing celestial sources
although such sources can be viewed down to 20E with somewhat greater signal
fluctuation. Furthermore, the calibration should be made at a time when the environment
is free of radio frequency interference.

The standard flux densities9-12 for Cassiopeia A, Cygnus A, Taurus A (Crab Nebula) and
Virgo A are given in Table 2 for the 136-138 MHz, 216-260 MHz and 400-402 MHz
frequency bands. The corresponding celestial coordinates for the above four radio stars
are given in Table 3.

Antenna Gain    Conventional methods for determining the antenna gain of large
antennas, using terrestrial signal sources, are fraught with difficulties due to degrading
effects of signal multipath at low elevation angles, uncertainties in received signal levels,
and near-zone errors.

On the other hand, a radio star provides a constant signal source located in the far zone;
determining antenna gain using stellar flux density circumvents difficulties inherent in
conventional methods. Two stellar methods are described, namely: one approach
references gain to only flux density, and the second approach references gain to both flux
density and a calibrated signal generator.

The system noise temperature, Tsys , in (2) can be expressed as

(6)



Table 2.  Radio Star Flux Densities for VHF/UHF Space
Research and IRIG Frequency Bands

Table 3.  Celestial Coordinates of Primary
Radio Stars (After Pawsey,13 1955)

Combining (2) and (6), and solving for G gives the first expression for the effective
antenna gain as

(7)



where

Tsky  = antenna temperature due to background sky temperature surrounding radio star,
EK.

Independent measurements of the receiver noise temperature, TR , antenna-to-
preamplifier cable loss, , , and radio-star background sky temperature, Tsky , can be used
to determine system noise temperature from (6). Tsky may be obtained directly from a
radio-sky map; it is assumed that Tgnd • 35EK and T0 = 290EK. The remaining
parameters in (7) are known, or can be measured; therefore, the effective antenna gain,
G, can be independently determined from (7).

To compute G at various wavelengths from (7) requires that star flux density, F, and
galactic sky temperature, Tsky , be known at various frequencies. Appropriate
relationships for scaling both F and Tsky with frequency are given as follows.

The flux density for Cass. A, Cyg. A, Tau. A and Vir. A may be determined at any given
frequency by using values from Table 2 and the relationship

(8)

where
$ = spectral index

F0 = radio star flux density at f0

Fx = scaled flux density at fx

f0 = reference radio frequency, MHz, corresponding to F0.
fx = scaled radio frequency, MHz.

Cass. A has a slow secular decrease rate of 1.1% per year; however, Cass. A has a
constant spectral index (i.e. $ = 0.77) with frequency (see Table 2). On the other hand,
Cyg. A has no secular rate, but $ for Cyg. A varies with frequency. Furthermore, $ is
constant with frequency for both Tau. A and Vir. A.

The galactic sky temperature, shown in Figure 3 at 404 MHz, may be scaled to other
frequencies by using the empirical relationship developed by Brown and Hazard14

(9)



Ty = galactic sky temperature at fy

fy = reference radio frequency, MHz
fx = scaled radio frequency, MHz
Tx = scaled galactic sky temperature at f

Frequency may be scaled over approximately a 3:1 range without serious error in the
scaled galactic sky temperature. The 404 MHz radio sky map in Figure 3 can therefore
be scaled to 136 MHz.

An independent determination of the system noise temperature, Tsys, can be made by
injecting, through a directional coupler, a standard calibrated signal generator input
between the antenna output and the preamplifier input terminals (see Figure 1).
Rearranging (2) gives another expression for effective antenna gain as,

(10)

The signal generator calibrated input power level, S, is adjusted to equal the noise power,
N, at the preamplifier input terminals for the antenna main lobe position used for
measuring VDC (see Figure 2). Setting S = N is equivalent to increasing the receiver IF
noise power by 3 db. For these conditions

(11)
rearranging (11),

(11a)

Substituting (11a) in (10) gives the expression for effective antenna gain as

(12)

where, )f = receiver IF noise bandwidth, Hz.

A comparison of (12) and (7) shows that (12) contains two parameter, S and )f, that do
not appear in (7). The uncertainty in S--up to several db-causes a greater gain error in
(12) than flux density, F, in (7).

Antenna Gain and Noise Temperature Measurements    Field measurements of both
antenna gain and system noise temperature have been obtained from the NASA
STADAN network; Table 4 gives a comparison of effective antenna gain, computed



from (7), and corresponding gain measurements referenced to a standard-gain antenna
mounted on an aircraft. Data from the two independent gain determinations agree within
1 db. The Table 4 data, obtained at 136 MHz, utilized the Cass. A and Cyg. A radio stars.
Additional gain determinations, computed from (12), were also made at 136 MHz.
However, in the latter instance the gain differences exceeded 2 db compared to the
standard-gain measurements.

Table 4.  136 MHz STADAN Antenna Gain Measurements

A similar gain difference also resulted at 400 MHz when four gain determinations were
made for the Quito, Ecuador 40-ft. dish antenna (see Table 5) where the gain values
obtained from (12) were consistently 1 db to 2 db below values computed from (7). The
absolute calibration of the standard signal generator, that determines the level S, may
have been a possible source of error in (12).

Gain and system noise temperature calibrations were repectively made from (7) and (2)
utilizing 136 MHz field test data from four STADAN antennas (see Table 6). The 136
MHz phase array was calibrated twice, alternately using Cass. A and Cyg. A; the
corresponding gain values repeat within 1 db and system noise temperature within
0.4 db. The values of system noise temperature, computed from (2), closely agree within
0.5 db of values obtained with an independent standard test that used a standard
formatted signal to establish a known 10- 2 bit error probability (BEP) in a PCM
telemetry system.



Table 5.  Quito 40-ft. Dish Antenna Gain
Measurements at 400 MHz

Table 6.  Typical 136 MHz Antenna System Noise Temperature
Calibration Using Cass. A and Cyg. A

Four determinations of system threshold noise temperature were made for the 40-ft. dish
antenna at Quito, Ecuador and one determination for the 40 -ft. dish antenna at
Johannesburg, South Africa. These determinations were made at 400 MHz, the system
threshold noise temperatures being referenced to a South Galactic Pole (SGP) sky



temperature of 23EK. System threshold noise temperature was thus computed from (3)
utilizing an average value of effective antenna gain, G = 28.0 db obtained from Table 5.
System threshold noise temperature for the four Quito determinations ranged from
373EK to 425EK; whereas a single value of 435EK was obtained at Joburg (see Table 7).

Table 7.  400 MHz 40-ft. Antenna System Noise
Temperature Calibration Using Cass. A

Unfortunately, there was no suitable standard available that could be used to compare
with the above values of system threshold noise temperature computed from (3).
Therefore, an additional computation was made of the receiver noise temperature,
computed from (5), utilizing values of system threshold noise temperature determined
from (3). The resulting values of computed receiver noise temperature, TR , could then be
compared with equivalent values obtained from a noise figure measurement at the
preamplifier input terminals. Table 7 shows such a comparison; computed and measured
TR values agree within 1 decibel for both the Quito and Joburg determinations.

The above field measurements of effective antenna gain and system noise temperature
exhibit conclusive evidence that both these parameters can be accurately determined,
using radio stars, within 1 decibel. A steerable 2-axis 136 MHz antenna, with an
effective antenna gain as low as 17 db above isotropic, has been calibrated. This gain is
equivalent to that available from a paraboloidal dish antenna, with a diameter of 22 feet,
and 55% efficiency at 136 MHz. Larger steerable antennas, such as an 85-ft diameter
dish, can also be calibrated in a similar manner.



The concepts described herein can be extended, above 400 MHz, to include both L-band
(1435 MHz) and S-Band (2300 MHz) IRIG frequency bands. Operation at these IRIG
bands will be described in a separate paper.

The utilization of radio stars for calibration in this manner has been helpful in locating
certain receiving system deficiencies. For example, a transmission loss, , , of over 2 db,
was found to exist between the antenna output and the preamplifier input terminals.
Previous spacecraft-toground station RF link calculations assumed less than 1 db loss.
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Figure 1. Receiver Configuration for 136 MHz Radio Star Calibration.



Figure 2.  Measuring Cassiopeia A Radio Star Background
Temperature at 136 MHz.



Figure 3. Coss. A, Cyg. A. Tau. A and Vir. A Radio Sky Temperature (EEK)
at 404 MHz (After Pauliny-Toth and Shakeshaft - 1962).




